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Life Goes By

64 count, 1 wall, beginner/intermediate level
Choreographer: Roland (Gutz) Gutzwiller

Choreographed to: Life Goes By by Bellamy Brothers

RIGHT TOE TAPS, LEFT HEEL TAPS, POINT RIGHT, LEFT, FORWARD, BACKWARDS
& Step left backwards diagonally to the left
1&2 Tap right toe forward diagonally to the right, tap again, tap again

Styling: lift hands up to level of shoulders
& Step right next to left
3&4 Tap left heel forward diagonally to the left, tap again, tap again

Styling: hands down, slightly behind you
& Step left next to right
5& Point right toe to the right (hands alongside legs), step right next to left
6& Point left toe to the left (hands alongside legs), step left next to right
7& Tap right heel forward (hands up to level of shoulders), step right next to left
8 Point left backwards (hands down, slightly behind you)
9-16 Repeat 1-8

LEFT TRIPLE CROSS, RIGHT KICK, ½ TURN RIGHT & RIGHT KICK, RIGHT TRIPLE, LEFT TRIPLE
1&2 Left forward diagonally right, right behind left, left forward diagonally right
3& Kick right forward (diagonally right), hitch right while turning ½ right
4 Kick right forward (diagonally right)
5&6 Right forward, left behind right, right forward (direction still diagonally right)
7& Left forward (with ¼ turn left), right behind left,
8 Left forward (direction diagonally left)

RIGHT TRIPLE, LEFT KICK, ½ TURN LEFT AND LEFT KICK, LEFT TRIPLE, RIGHT TRIPLE
1&2 Right forward diagonally right, left behind right, right forward diagonally right
3& Kick left forward (diagonally right), hitch right while turning ½ left
4 Kick left forward (diagonally right)
5&6 Left forward, right behind left, left forward (direction still diagonally right)
7& Right forward (cross over left with ¼ turn left), left behind right,
8 Right forward (direction diagonally left)

STRUT FORWARD LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT KICKBALL CHANGE, RIGHT KICK BALL CHANGE
1-4 Left strut forward, right strut forward, left strut forward, right strut forward (toe then down on heel)
5&6& Kick left forward, step down on ball of left, step on right, step on left
7&8& Kick right forward, step down on ball of right, step on left, step on right

STRUT BACKWARDS LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT SAILOR STEP, ½ TURN RIGHT RIGHT SAILOR STEP
1-4 Left strut backwards, right strut backwards, left strut backwards, right strut backwards

(toe then down on heel)
5&6 Cross left behind right, step right to right side, step left slightly left
7& Turn ½ right and cross right behind left, step left to left side,
8 Step right slightly right

STRUT FORWARD LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT KICKBALL CHANGE, RIGHT KICK BALL CHANGE,
STRUT BACKWARDS LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT SAILOR STEP, ½ TURN RIGHT, RIGHT SAILOR STEP
1-16 Repeat previous 16 counts

REPEAT

On the 1st wall, the chorus is played 2x and you dance the 5th and 6th eight steps 2 times. On the 2nd wall, the
chorus is played 3 times and you dance them 3 times. For the 3rd wall the chorus is played 4 times and you dance
them 4 times. You will finish the dance with the music.
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